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By Mariann Hansen
Daily staff writer
Candidate orientation for the
elections of the Associated Students
Board of Directors and executive offices is today and the A.S. Election
Board is now full.
After two weeks of interviewing,
Peter Weisskopf, newly appointed director of Personnel, presented recommendations for the election board
vacancies to the A.S. board yesterday. The board of directors unanimously approved all the students to
the positions.

’The election board
will be able to meet
and get things going
now.,
Michael Schneider
A.S. president
Students worked on the election
board in temporary positions with
only four approved members, Weisskopf said. The election board now
has the 15 members required to run
the election, including controlling
campaign activities and polling
places, and announcing the results.
Since Weisskopf took over as personnel director three weeks ago, he
has had to adjust to the office duties
and fill positions on various A.S. committees at the same time, A.S. President Michael Schneider said.
"The election board will be able
to meet and get things going now," he
said. "I assume they’re already preparing, but we need them closer to
Gene Leh Special to the Deily Daily staff photog aph
the time during the election. The
ROTC
uadet
ranger,
Gary
Jose Fire Station. Any SJSU student can
Garay,
rapels
planning, which is going on now, is
do w I) the 60-foot practice tower at the San join in from Ito:1 p.m. today.
the same stuff that’s done every
year."
The main concern of the election
board is getting ballots in time for the
election, said Election Board Chairman Scott Allen.
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By J. G. 6riswold
Daily staff writer
Separate graduation ceremonies
for each school will be held this year,
departing from the traditional ceremony held at Spartan Stadium.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton
and the school deans decided Tuesday to hold the separate ceremonies.
Trying to hold one commencement at Spartan Stadium, as in the
past, would be impossible, Fullerton
said, because all entrances to the
field would be under construction.
Stadium expansion construction is
expected to begin next month.
Some of the ceremonies will be
held on campus in front of Tower
Hall, in the Music Building’s Concert
Hall or in the Student Union Ballroom. The other ceremonies will be
held either at the Center for Performing Arts or at San Jose Municipal Stadium.
The starting times for the ceremonies will be staggered to allow
Fullerton to attend each one.
"I’ve been told it is necessary to
run like a mad mouse from cornmencement to commencement to
confer degrees, so I guess I will need
a skateboard," Fullerton told the
deans.
A final schedule will be announced within the next two weeks,
said Daniel Buerger, executive assistant to the president.
Three ceremonies will be held in
the morning and three to four will be
held in the afternoon, Buerger said. A
reception and open house will be held
from noon to 1:30 p.m. and all graduates will be invited to attend.

"The reception will allow students to visit with their fellow graduates from other schools," Buerger
said. The reception will be held near
Tower Hall and Clark Library.
"The open house will allow students to show their families around
the campus," Buerger said. He said
the classroom buildings, Clark Library and Spartan Bookstore will be
open to the public. He said exhibits
may also be displayed.
As in the past, Buerger said one
commencement program will be published, listing all the graduates and
their degrees.
"We are doing everything that
we can do to make these ceremonies
memorable," Buerger said. "We are
not trying to short change anyone."
Next year, Baseball Commissioner Peter Ueberroth will give the
commencement speech at the traditional ceremony in Spartan Stadium,
Fullerton said.
Buerger, who is the coordinator
of the Commencement Committee,
said he had "diligently" explored all
possibilities to hold one commencement. He said he could not find a facility which could accommodate 20,000 people who would be expected to
attend the ceremony.
Buerger said he looked at Stanford Stadium, Santa Clara University
stadium, the Cow Palace and the
Oakland Coliseum, all of which he
said were "unavailable or unusable."
Fullerton will meet with the
Commencement Committee today to
discuss additional planning for the
school ceremonies.

REC plan sent
Barrel yard draws protest Final
to Board of Trustees

Six science students win scholarships
By Peter Lazich
Daily staff writer
Six students from the SJSU
School of Science have found themselves the recipients of 13,000 each
from the Achievement Rewards for
College Scientists Foundation, Inc.
Anne Marie Hajny, a senior physics major; Robert C. Klinger, a graduate student in biology, Andrew
Lange, a junior chemistry major;
Mildred J. Martindill, a graduate student in the Math and Computer Science Department; Keith G. Martinez, a senior physics major and
Kevin M. Winterfield, a senior biology major, attended the 13th annual scholarship awards luncheon
yesterday at the St. Francis Hotel in
San Francisco hosted by the North-

ern California chapter of the ARCS
Foundation Inc.
The ARCS Foundation sent a letter to the SJSU School of Science in
November stating it would receive
818,000 to distribute among its most
promising students.
Lester H. Lange, dean of the
School of Science, received the letter
informing him that for the ’85 academic year, the ARCS allocation
Committee was giving the award
money to the SJSU School of Science
to be given to students that met the
following criteria: 11 Citizens of the
United States. without regard to race
creed or color. 2) Persons enrolled
full time in the departments of the
Natural Sciences, Engineering and
Medicine (which SJSU has no school

for). 3) Maintain a GPA of 3,5 or better and have shown previous accomplishment in the aforementioned
fields of Natural Science, Engineering and Medicine. 4) A potential
and desire for future growth toward
leadership. 5) A need for financial assistance to be able to remain in
school.
The students were first nominated for the award by their respective department heads. A "biographical data sheet," and any other
information about student performance, extra -curricular activities or
class projects, a department head
could think of in support of each nominee was filled out and submitted to
the dean.
"We received in the neighbor-

hood of 12 or 14 nominees," said Richard Smith, professor of Geology and
associate dean of the School of Science. Lange and Smith then went
through each of the applications,
faced with the responsibility of choosing only six.

By Aaron Crovw
Daily staff writer
The Student Union Board of Directors approved the final plan for
the Recreation and Events Center
Tuesday.
Approved 15-1, the plan now goes
before the California State University Board of Trustees for approval at
its March 12 and 13 meetings in Long
Beach.
A slide show of the center and the
open-air aquatic center was presented at the SUBOD meeting by two
architects from Hall, Goodhue, Haisley and Barker. The building will be
designed to be "the gateway to the
campus as a whole." said Architect
Douglas Barker. Donald Goodhue is
the other architect who attended.
"I’m very pleased that it’s coming to fruition," said SUBOD Chairman Jeff Coughlan. who has been
working to pass the Rec Center for
the past two and one-half years. The
center will be built on the ROTC field
on the corner of Seventh and San Carlos streets.
"Once this thing is built, people
will wonder why the hell anyone opposed it," Coughlan said.
SUBOD member Larry Dougherty voted against the motion to approve the final plans. He said students have misunderstood the
seating for the center from the beginning and that they were misinformed
about the number of seats. The seating for basketball games will be 4,650
fixed, theater -type seats.

For arena events, such as con
certs, the maximum seating will be
5,500. The 850 seats that are not fixed
in the center will be portable and pull
out for concerts. They will be made of
the same material as the fixed seats
In Spring 1984 students voted
down a proposal to support a center
with 7,500 seats. Last semester stu.
dents supported a center with 5,500
seats and an aquatic center. That
plan was a trade-off of 2,000 seats for
the pool. Coughlan said. The savings
from the seats went to pay for the
aquatic center, he said.
The pool, at the archery field on
the corner of Seventh and San Carlos
streets, will be 75 feet wide and 200
feet long. It will be heated, open air,
surrounded by fencing and have a
sun deck.
Enough money to pay for the pool
has already been collected from student fees for the Rec Center, Cough
Ian said. About 81 to $2 million is in a
CSU bank account in Long Beach, he
said. Coughlan would like to see the
aquatic center built as soon as possible. The pool will cost 61.5 million.
The CSU Board of Trustees
might want to keep the money it has
in the bank as security to back up the
bonds, Coughlan said. Or it could use
it money to build the pool now, he
said. In March 1986 817 million worth
of bonds will go on sale, said Henr)
Orbach. associate executive vice
president of Facility Development
and Operations.

Several of the recipients, upon
hearing of the award, went to their instructors to see if they were eligible.
"I heard about the award from
friends in the Physics Department,"
said Martinez, who was an Electronics Technician in the nuclear Navy
before coming to SJSU, "so I went
and talked to Dr. Strandburg (instructor in, and chairman of, the
continued on hack page

Courtesy of Hall, Goodhue, Haisley and Barker Architects
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A look into the future of sports
The year is 2000 and the world of sports has changed
1 very little) with the times. . .
EAST RUTHERFORD, New Jersey ( AP) Doug
Flutie will lead the New Jersey Generals into battle today
as he once again tries to save the USFL from extinction,
now in its 18th season of play. The Generals will face the
league’s I2-time defending champion Oakland Invaders
in a game televised by PBS at 1 p.m. EST.
PBS is in the final year of its 10-year contract with the
USFL, and top sources say they will renew the contract
next spring for a record low 850, with each team receiving

day

Leonard
Hoops

d

a handsome collection of Slim Whitman and Helen Reddy
albums. The league’s two other teams, Lompoc and
Tokyo, will face each other ins Monday night contest.
"I may be wrong," Flutie said, "but we’ve consistently sold out our games in recent years. This league still
has a future."
Season tickets are selling quickly as the Generals
have had little trouble packing in fans at James Madison
High School Stadium, just down the road from the NFL’s
Meadowlands complex where the Giants and the jets
play.
DALLAS ( AP) Dallas Cowboy’s coach Tom Landry

called the media from his Dallas hospital room and said
he will review video tapes of 47-year-old Danny White and
41 -year-old Gary Hogeboom and decide by Friday who
will start at quarterback in Sunday’s game against the
Washington Redskins.
Landry, in his 41st season with the team, is suffering
from memory loss and indigestion. He is being intravenously fed a constant supply of Rolaids by former Cowboy
Roger St aubach, and is expected to be released soon.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton reSAN JOSE ( AP)
ports that boosters will set up 12,000 lawn chairs at Spartan Stadium on Saturday for the football team’s game vs.
Fresno State. Fullerlon’s drastic action is in response to
the NCAA’s threats that San Jose add more seats to its
stadium in time for the Bulldog game or lose its Division I
status.
"The chairs are simply splendid," Fullerton said.
"They’re blue and gold and fold into three positions. We
just. have to remember to put them away when we’re
done."
York Yankee owner
New
NEW YORK (A?)
George Steinbrenner is still negotiating with seven-time
manager Billy Martin to skipper his team one more time.
Martin, who was recently quoted on the David Letterman
Show as saying he would like another try at bringing a
pennant to the Big Apple, was at the premiere of the "Lite
Beer Film" and could not be reached for comment
Former baseball great Pete
CINCINNATI (API
Rose has requested that the Baseball Hall of Fame add all
of his son’s hits, Pete Rose Jr. Peel), 1, to his hit total
since they basically have the same name.
Rose Sr., who was injured during the 1985 season just
one hit short of leader Ty Cobb’s record, feels Pete Jr. can
help him reach the goal he strove for his entire life.
"I thinks it’s fair," Rose Sr. said. "If any of Cobb’s
relatives want to add to his total, then be my guest."
Rose Jr. said he would be "happy to help daddy, anytime."
"There really is something about an Aqua Velva
Man," said Rose Jr.

Estimable films woo Oscar’s hand
Pop the popcorn, melt the butter and pour the soda.
It’s Academy Award time. It’s time to speculate which
one of the five film nominations will receive an Oscar for
Best Picture.
Ever wondered who Oscar was? Well, he was born
nameless, sketched on a table cloth by Cedric Gibbons
and sculpted by George Stanley. Then in 1931, Margaret
Herrick, the Academy librarian, exclaimed that the 13and-a-half-inchstatue booked like her Uncle Oscar. And
that’s why they don’t give out Brians or Henrys.
The statues are worth about $100 each but they can’t

Christine
Frankendal

be bought for any price. They have to be awarded for outstanding screen performances.
The Academy has steered a careful course among the
pictures of 1984. Looking at the Oscar nominations for the
57th Annual Academy Award presentation, Hollywood
has been going for respectable choices and has stayed
away from innovative low-budget features such as
"Stranger Than Paradise." The film, in which Director
Jim Jarmusch tells the weirdly funny tale about Hungarian immigrants on the make for the American Dream, enjoyed a long run at Camera Three in San Jose this year.
Yet, Hollywood can look beyond the box office.
Money-grabbers like "Ghostbusters" and the violent "Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom," are refreshingly
absent form the list of major contenders.
Instead, all five nominations for best picture take
place safely in the past and deal with serious subjects of
some kind.
"Amadeus" and "A Passage to India," with II nominations each are historical dramas. The other three take
on social issues: The human cost of war in "The Killing

Fields . - the hardships of farm life in "Places in the
Heart" and the psychological toll of racism in "A Soldier’s Story."
Another powerful film, "The Killing Fields," should
also rank high among the nominations. Without fake
glamour, the film is based on the true story of a New York
Times reporter in Cambodia under the brutal Pol Pot regime.
David Lean’s adoption of E.M. Forster’s novel about
distortion of human relations in British India is interesting and beautiful, but seems to lack something. Maybe
it’s the ending? "A Soldier’s Story," Charles Fuller’s Pulitzer Prize-winning play has a superb cast and provides a
feeling about the South in wartime. I haven’t yet seen
"Places In the Heart," the story of a widow’s struggle to
survive on a Depression-era cotton farm.
One sometimes wonder how much impact the annual
ritual has on the public and how it shapes the rhythms of
our film going. Obviously there is an economic effect. Key
Oscars can give a movie its real break in the marketplace.
The companies are aware of this and their Oscar-re8400,000 was spent
lated advertising budgets are huge
by Columbia Pictures and $250,000 by Twentieth Century
Fox in 1982.
Just before Oscar nomination time, full -page advertisements in trade papers are placed by companies to influence the selections. In 1982. Richard Pryor in "Stir
Crazy" was hyped as best actor in an ad. The next day,
the ad hyped Gene Wilder from the same movie as best
actor. However, the industry sometimes seems to be able
to make fun of itself. During the same year, Otto the Automatic Pilot, a plastic dummy that appeared in "Airplane," was suggested for a Best Supporting Actor nomination.
On March 25, the awards ceremony will be televised
live in Los Angeles and on television screens all over the
world. For two-and-a -half hours we will be presented
some of the best from today’s film industry. Yet, blunders
have been made in past selections of Oscar awards.
Orson Welles only received one Oscar, Best Screenplay, for his classical "Citizen Kane." Henry Fonda received an Oscar for "On Golden Pond," but not for
"Grapes of Wrath." When Warren Beatty made a historical film, "REDS," about an American communist, he
was shut out by "Chariots of Fire" for best picture of 1981.
In its quest for commercial art, the Academy has
been making good and bad choices. May the best movie
win this year.
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Letters

Against the Grain

Dead hour a dead idea

This idea of a "dead hour" is the newest in a long line
of ill-concieved projects perpetuated by the ruling
Y.E.S.S. party to draw attention away from the fact that
they have done and will do nothing to assist those of
us who want a quality education and an atmosphere that
is conducive to it.
As a commuter student, I can tell you that I don’t
drive 15 miles to school only to sit around while "clubs"
meet.
Whatever happened to the idea that those in the A.S.
government should represent all of the students.
R. Stafford Hebert
Junior
ii’. it’

Incomplete and misleading quotes
Editor,
Your reference to the Robotics and Automated Manufacturing Club )RAM) in the February 27 issue of the
Spartan Daily was incomplete and thus misleading. Although Jim Farquhar was correctly quoted, his
statements were printed out of context.
Jim was quoted as having said that he would rather
"spend time trying to get equipment donations from companies rather than go around and collect $2 from every
member."
It is true that we are reluctant to collect dues. However, this reluctance is not strictly due to lack of time.
The founders of this organization set down tenets that the
club would be as open as possible to all individuals interested in any aspect of automation. Collection of dues
would compromise that principle.
On the other hand, we have been very successful in
constructing mutually beneficial relationships with outside industry. Last semester, the Spartan Daily told of a
830,000 robotic simulation software package donation by
Silma Inc. to the School of Engineering. That donation
was organized by RAM. Several other donations have
taken place or are being organized. Our time dealing with
industry is well spent.
Tim Kincaid said that he was insulted that it isn’t
worth our time when he is giving his time to "give" us
funds. Tim Kincaid is an elected officer. He has commited
a portion of his time to allocating (not "giving") money to
student organizations. We pride ourselves on being an educational organization and spending our time baking is a
waste of time.
We are looking forward to the Spartan Daily’s continued coverage of RAM and Associated Students activities.
David Compton
Treasurer
RAM
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The Daily encourages
readers to write letters. Your
response to any topic of interest is welcome.
All letters must bear
the writer’s name, signature, major, phone number
and class standing. The
phone number will not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the
information center on the
first floor of the Student
Union, The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for libel and length.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion pieces
and cartoons are those of
the authors.
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Editor,
The last thing our school should do now is rob our
commuter students of class time for "club activities" in
the middle of the day!

Letter
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Love and death
mail It is entertaining.
ILIKE JUNK
informative and doesn’t require the
commitment first-class mail entails.
It is delivered by brave and hearty souls who
trudge through rain, sleet, and smog often with
a pack of crazed canines nipping at their heels.
And when it fails to amuse or inform, it can be
cast aside without regret or lingering sense of loss.
Yesterday I received two missives belonging
to the junk genre. The first one was from some
obscure funeral home in New Jersey. The
Sabbatini Brothers. The bottom left corner of the
envelope contained a warning label in lavender
ink: "This envelope contains explicit information
on funerals. If you find this subject objectionable,
you need not open."
Personally, I don’t find the subject of death
objectionable. It signals the end of a lot of
questionable activity here on earth standing in
line at automatic teller machines, mowing lawns,
feeding parking meters, listening to campaign
speeches and taking multiple-choice final exams.
There’s something reassuring about a freshly
washed black limosine gliding sedately down the
street with a stiff tucked away in the back, of
funeral directors and their somber henchmen
furtively removing lint from their trousers when
they think they’re not being watched.
The letter referred to mess "Dear Friend,"
also penned in lavender ink. An Italian funeral
home in New Jersey which uses lavender ink and
refers to me ass dear friend, is suspect. When it
offers me a free gift in this case a plastic device
forged from petroleum by-products to hang on the
wall and hold my keys it has given up the ghost,
credibility -wise.
I decided I could live and perhaps even die
without the "Cash Funeral Plan" as outlined to me
by the Sabbatini Brothers, Respectfully, I laid the
letter to rest,
I turned to the next letter. It was addressed to
"Northern Californian," and was from the
Billionaire’s Club, located in Southern California.
The logo on the envelope featured a couple
embracing on a moon-lit beach.
"You are invited to explores unique, dignified
and practical way to meet eligible singles," said
the letter. "The Billionaire’s Club attracts people
who are bright, interesting, progressive and
upwardly mobile.
TIDS WAS HEADY stuff. I’d always wanted
Ii) embrace on a moon -lit beach with
someone bright, interesting, progressive
and upwardly mobile. Actually, there have been
times when I would have been perfectly willing to
embrace anyone.
Enclosed was an attitude profile I was
requested to complete and return. It wanted to
gather some data of the personal variety should
children be taught the theory of evolution in
schools? Was I annoyed by people who used long
words?
The form also wanted to know my level of
income ( minimal and unsubstantiated), level of
refinement (somewhere between minimal and
enough to keep me out of jail), and the three most
important characteristics I looked for in members
of the opposite sex (sincerity, humor and a Swiss
bank account ) .
Embracing the moon -lit beach image in my
mind, I quickly filled out the form and the selfdescriptive paragraph it called for:
"Chain-smoking carnivore, bordering on
abject poverty, looking for female who shares
interest in junk mail."
Dana Perrigan is forum editor. His columns
appear Tuesday and Thursday.
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Daily staff writer
The Associated Students
Program Board is sponsoring a
solo recital by Mezzo Soprano
Edna Garabedian in the SJSU
Department of Music Concert
Hall tonight at 8:15.
Bryndon Hassman will accompany Garabedian on piano.
According to Scott Hartman, classical arts chairman
for the A.S. Program Board, it
is a rare opportunity to have
Garabedian perform solo as she
is noted for her opera performances.
Prof. Jeanne Gerson of the
Music Department said tonight’s recital will include Russian songs by Tchaikovsky,
arias by Handel, Armenian and
black Folk Songs, and gypsy
songs by Brahms.
Hartman said Garabedian’s
background includes leading
roles with the New York City
Opera, San Francisco Opera,
the Chicago Lyric Opera and
leading roles in appearances
throughout Europe. She has
also accompanied such noted
performers as Beverly Sills,
Placido Domingo and Richard
Tucker.
He said Garabedian is regarded as an outstanding performer in her field and has received recognition from her
peers and audiences. She made
an impressive opera debut with
the New York City Opera and
received the Rockefeller Grant
to study opera in the 1960s.
Garson said Garabedian
will give two master classes tomorrow from 9:30 a.m. to 11:30
a.m, and from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. in
the Music Department, Room
150.
She said students who attend the classes will be able to
perform before Garabedian.
She will give her interpretation
of their performances and any
tips that may inspire or reinforce what the students have
been told by instructors already.
Tickets are available at the
A.S. Business Office and at the
door for 85 general admission
and 83 students and seniors.

Demonstrations were held at the
University of California at Berkeley
and at UCLA to protest the universities’ investments in South Africa.
At UC Berkeley about 250 protesters carried signs and circled Califor-

nia Hall, which houses the offices of
most of the university’s administrators. Most of the protesters marched
to the university administraiton
building.
Twenty-one of the protesters sat
in front of University Hall’s main entrance and chanted: "UC, USA, out
of South Africa." Two students were
arrested. No charges were filed and
the students were released.
At UCLA 1,200 people disrupted
members of the UC Board of Regents. The protesters marched
through campus chanting "You can’t
hide, you can’t hide, you invest in
genocide."
The protesters first went to the
where the regents were to meet.
Finding no one there, they marched
to the J.D. Morgan Center where the
regents were having lunch. When the
regents did not come out, the mob
went into the building.
The protesters dispersed when
UCLA Chancellor Charles Young
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groups to discuss the issue.
SJSU is not the only campus to
plan a Recreation and Events Center.
Humboldt State University and the
University of Southern California
also plan to build recreation facilities.
At Humboldt State a $3.8 million
project is planned. Final approval
has not been reached. USC Board of
Trustees approved plans to build a
$12.3 million student recreation center.
Funds for the Humboldt State
project are proposed to come from increases in Associated Students’ fees
and Instructionally Related Activities. James Appleton, vice president
of Development at USC, said he is optimistic the money could be raised
from private donations.

Around Other
Campuses

Students at the University of California at Santa Barbara will vote on
whether morphine should be distributed in a nuclear disaster.
Providing suicide tablets in nuclear war has been an issue at the
California State University at Fullerton for more than a semester. It
was put down before it could be voted
on by students.
At UC Santa Barbara the A.S.
Legislative Council voted 9-6-2 to put
the issue on the student ballot.
Council member Chris Tunstall
said to vote on morphine is a "waste
of time."
Around Other
Campuses is compiled by Kathy Keesey.

By Phil Loomis
Daily staff writer
Next fall SJSU will become the
home of the only reference library
and study center in North America
devoted entirely to the life and works
of Ludwig Van Beethoven.
The Ira F. Brilliant Center for
Beethoven Studies is scheduled to
open in September with a special lecture-recital by pianist Jacob Lateiner
and an all Beethoven concert series
by the San Jose Symphony. The center will be located on the sixth floor of
Wahlquist Library North.
The core of the center will be a
collection of about 100 first editions of
Beethoven’s works, including a previously unpublished letter written by
the composer, all donated to the university by Brilliant, who lives in
Phoenix, Ariz.
"He (Brilliant) has been collecting Beethoven’s works for the past
decade, with an emphasis on the huthe ideals that Bee’
manistic side
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since his lifetime, and also copies of
Beethoven letters, sketches and other
manuscript materials from those archives which will let us have them."
Currently, a search is being conducted for a director for the center.
According to Wendel, the ideal candidate would be someone trained in
Beethoven studies and also able to
handle fund raising, as it will be a
"public -funded" center.
Though Brilliant has donated
$10,000 for the purchase of new
material, much more will be needed.
Wendel said. An application for a
challenge grant is being submitted to
the National Endowment for the Humanities.
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Religion is the worst thing ever to happen to the world Hebrews 4:12
All religious people are filled with legalism, morality, hypocrisy and selfrigh
reousness. They have rejected Christ the only Savior. John 14:6, Acts 4:12.
Religion rejects and is antagonistic to the study of the Bible. The rituals of
all religions and all denominations are counterfeit and meaningless without the’
study of Bible truths. // Timothy 1:15. The rituals in churches, temples, mos
ques, synagogues and any public building within them or outside them are sa
tanically-induced. Satan counterfeits the communion table (I Cor. 10:20, 21).
the last all-out attack on believers in the last days. Rev. 22:12, 13. The only
holy place available in this age is the believer a body. I Cor. 6:19.
If you are prejudiced or antagonistic to this ad, you are already a religious
person and you need a personal Savior. John 3:36. However, if you are a bornagain saved Christian and are still antagonistic and prejudiced to this article,
you are not living your life by Grace and the answer for you is to study the Bible
in the assembly of believers with a pastor teacher face to face. // Timothy
3:16, 17.
Christianity is not a religion or a denomination. It is a personal
relationship witr. Jesus Christ. a life lived by Grace Acts 16:31.
FOR EXPOSITORY BIBLE KNOWLEDGE, CALL NOW...
Rev. 22:14,20
St . Sophia Orthodox Church
294 8384

Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934

thoven is expressing through his life
and music," said Thomas Wendel,
SJSU history professor and interim
director of the center.
"As there is no institution or archive devoted solely to Beethoven in
the U.S., he saw an opportunity that
one could be created. That’s why he
donated the works to a university,"
he said.
Once open, the center will conduct summer workshops, seminars
and a lecture series, and will also
have a listening facility.
"The collection is just a beginning," Wendel said. "We are purchasing a very large collection of
books published about Beethoven

93 Paseo de San Antonio
295-4346
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Beethoven finds way to SJSU
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Spartans break records
on the road
to NorPac championships
Oregon State and Washington, the
conference’s top two teams, will
probably battle for first and second.
"Cal has had injury problems,
so I think we could beat them,"
Walker said. "Washington State is a
little better team talent wise, but if
they miss and we hit we could be
third."
Long, who currently ranks
third on the team in average allaround score, was shocked when
she found out she set an individual
record.
"I didn’t think it was me," she
said. "I thought it was Sheila
(Hughes)."
Sophomore Hughes has also
added to the SJSU record book, setting a record on the balance beam
19.25, tying teammate Liza Bettencourt land floor exercise (9.35).
The Spartans lone senior, Pam
Schrauwen, has scored a record
9.25 on the uneven bars this year,
and will join Long, Hughes, Bettencourt, Laura Donnelly, Betty Yee,
Angela Freiberg and Corinne
Scheibner at Oregon State for the
conference championships.
Walker, in her first season with
the team, said the team’s attitude
has made it a "really great" season, but Schrauwen added that you
can see a lot of Walker’s coaching in
the team.
"She’s been able to develop my
skills and raise me to my potential," Schrauwen said.

By Leonard Hoops
Daily staff writer
For the first time since their
season began on Jan. 11, the women’s gymnastics team will get a

Gymnastics

Steve M Alden

Daily staff photographer

Spartan gymnast Laura Donnelly on the balance-beam.

weekend off, and it’s a rest they’ll
use to prepare for the NorPac
Championships on March 15.
The Spartans raised their record to 9-7 in a March 2 meet by
scoring a team record 174.45 points
against UC Davis and the USAF
Freshman gymnast
Academy.
Rhonda Long set a Spartan individual record by scoring 35.35 points in
the all-around category.
It was the second consecutive
weekend the Spartans set a team
record and it comes just in time for
the NorPac Championships.
"I was a little bit surprised we
did it two weekends in a row,"
coach Jackie Walker said. "These
kids are doing a fantastic job of
working up to their potential."
SJSU was picked to finish last
in the pre-season NorPac coaches
poll, but Walker said they have a
chance to place as high as third out
of the six teams in the championships.
The Spartans are expected to
beat Oregon and they’re hoping to
top Cal and Washington State, but

Spartans find Aggies attitude offensive
By Scott Vigallon
Daily staff writer
SJSU and Utah State may share
identical 19-8 conference records,
and each has beaten the other once
this season, but the similarities stop

Baseball
there.
The Spartans’ patient, disciplined style and the Aggies’ freewheeling attitude will clash today in
the first round of the PCAA Tournament. Tip-off is 2 p.m. at The Forum
in Inglewood.
Offensively, SJSU is averaging
70.1 points a game, while Utah State
ranks in the top five nationally in
team scoring with an 85.5 average.
Whereas the Aggies are the
higher scoring team, SJSU has the
edge in defense. The Spartans are allowing their opponents 67.1 points a
contest compared to Utah State’s
82.8.
"They’re a real fine bunch of offensive players," SJSU coach Bill
Berry said. "They’re offensiveminded, but defensively, they are a
soft team."
Another dimension that sena-

rates the two clubs is the use of the 3point shot. The Aggies have taken 185
attempts, connecting on 71 (38.4 percent). Meanwhile, the Spartans have
rarely used the shot. They are just
three of 30 110 percent) this year.
Berry, who has openly voiced his
displeasure over this experimental
rule, nevertheless said his team will
have to live with it.
"It’s a fact of life, but we can’t be
overly concerned with it. We know it
exists, and they utilize it as well as
any team in the conference," he said.
The SJSU coach knows how to
minimize Utah State’s 3-point capabilities.
"We have to play good, perimeter defense," he said.
Guard Vince Washington leads
the Aggies in scoring with a 21.8 average. In addition, he is 42-102 from 3point range, making him one of the
best in the league.
But Washington, who has been
known to fire from well behind the 3point line, hit just 4-15 of these shots
in SJSU’s 83-76 double-overtime vie-

NorPac tourney here
but Spartans aren’t in it
By Eric Stanion
Daily staff writer
For the SJSU wornen’s basketball team this season, inexperience
spelled inconsistency, and with inconsistency came a disappointing 917 record.
The Spartans started their sea -

Basketball
son on a winning note against Santa
Barbara, but ended on a sour one as
they were shelled by California, 9781, in the season finale on Saturday
The Spartans finished with a 3-9
record in the NorPac Conference.
The NorPac championships get underway Friday at SJSU, but the host
team will have to watch the action
from the stands.
The Spartans came into the season with only three experienced players returning to the roster, and SJSU
coach Sharon Chatman said the lack
of seasoned players caused the team
problems over the season.
"Inconsistency was the problem," Chatman said, "we made mistakes over and over, which you’re
prone to do when you’re young."
The Spartans had great difficulty
on the road this season, failing to
come away with a win in their 10
games as the visitors.

Lawson is a sophomore and led the
conference in rebounding with 11.2
per game to go with her 15.8 points
Chatman said Chew performed
as expected this season, but Lawson’ssuccess was somewhat of a surprise."She

(Lawson) greatly improved
this year," she said, "and contributed more than I expected."
Lawson, however, went down
with an injury with one game remaining in the season. She tore the ligaments in her right knee, and underwent surgery last week. Spartan
trainer Katie Flanagan said she expects Lawson to return to the lineup
next season.
In the NorPac, the Spartans averaged 71.6 points a game, while allowing their opponents 75.8. According to Chatman, SJSU lacked a
money player they could look to in
the pressure situations, and thus
were coming out on the losing end of
the close games.
Chatman said that though this
season was disappointing, next year
should be different. Nine players
from this years squad will return,
and she said with the gained experience, the Spartans will be a different
team.
"No question there will be a turn
around," Chatman said, "I expect we
will be very solid I next year

Chatman said that from game to
game, she could not predict how her
team would perform. One night SJSU
would cruise past an opponent, only
to be shelled in their next outing.

Scribe
Secretarial Service

Chatman said Dana Foster was
the one consistent element of the
Spartan squad. As the point guard,
she averaged 12 points a game and
led the team in assists. Chatman said
Foster was the leader on the court
who offered the team a dose of much
needed stability.
Rhoda Chew and Roberta Lawson were the main guns for the Spartans. Chew, a senior who received
honorable mention All-American status last year, led SJSU in scoring
with 16 points per outing, while also
pulling down over nine rebounds.
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The pressure of playing in a single-elimination tournament should
not affect the Spartans, according to
Berry. Earlier this season SJSU won
the Utah Classic and has played in a
school -record five overtime games
this season.
"Playing an overtime game is
like taking one final for 40 minutes,
then taking another for five. It adds
to the pressure," he said.
NOTES:The winner of today’s
game plays Friday at either 7 or 9
p.m. Matt Fleming continues to lead
SJSU in scoring with a 13.7 average.
Ward Farris )12.11)._ Stony Evans
(12.2) and Reggie Owens I 11.7 I follow. Owens still leads the club in rebounding at an 8.8 clip. Michael
Dixon is only 10 assists shy of the
school-record of 476. Utah State shot
a school-record 69.5 percent from the
field Saturday in a 105-95 win over
New Mexico State. The Spartans and
Aggies have met twice previously in
PCAA Tournament play, and SJSU
has won both, 94-68 in 1980 and 80-66 in
1983.

tory over Utah State on Feb. 23.
Forward Greg Grant is second on
the team in scoring with a 19.6 average, while Jeff J. Anderson 14.5) and
Bill Floyd (9.4) are the Aggies’ other
top point -producers.
The key to beating Utah State
may lie in stopping Grant. who is
shooting 54.1 percent from the floor.
In the Spartan win on Feb. 23, Grant
scored only 12 points.
"I thought our inside people were
very active. We did a real good job of
playing him," Berry said. "We have
a lot of respect for him.
"He’s a good offensive player inside and outside. We can’t let him
roam around. He’s ready to explode."
At the other end of the court,
Berry said that the Aggies’ defense
presents a different kind of problem
for SJSU’s offense.
"They’ll give us the 17-foot shot
and plug up the middle. We will have
to hit the outside jumper but still not
lose sight of getting the ball inside.
Physically, we’re stronger," he said.
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Music Dept. Concert Hall

IDs

Charles Glass,

In her recital Ms. Garabedian
will sing songs by Ravel, Russian
songs by Tchaikovsky and Arias by
Handel and Mahler

STUDENT
TRAVEL
NETWORK

World Champion
Bodybuilder

Tickets: $5 General
$3 Students/Seniors

166 Geary St., Ste. 702
San Francisco, CA 94108
415-391-8407
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Spartaguide
To include your information in Sparta guide, visit the Daily office in Room
208, second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall.
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pulse Responses, Phase Reconstruction and ’Optimal’ Signals in Vision."
The speaker will be David Stork of
Swarthmore College in Penn. The
seminar will be held at 4 p.m. today
in the Science Building Room 258.
For more information, call Prof.
Brian Holmes at 277-2361.

Joel Yudken, program director
for the Center for Economic Conversion, will speak to the Human Resource Administration Club at 4:30
p.m. today in Business Classrooms,
Room 4. For further information, call
Lisa Weber at 297-6605.

The A.S. Program Board hosts
an Edna Garabedian recital at 8:15
tonight in the concert hall. Tickets
are $5 for general admission and $3
for students. For further information, call Scott Hartman at 277-2807.

The Alpha Phi sorority will hold a
spaghetti dinner at 7 p.m. tomorrow
at 210S. lath St. All proceeds will benefit the Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
Call Susie Schriber at 279-9898 for
more information.

The Department of Math and
Computer Science will sponsor a lecture at 4 p.m. today in Room 324 of
MacQuarrie Hall. For further information, call Prof. Kubelka at 2772400.
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Peter Stein
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The Community Committee for
International Students will hold a
conversational English tutoring session for international students at 1
p.m. today and tomorrow in Room
222 of the Administration Building
For more information, call Muriel
Andrews at 279-4575.

The Greek Week’s meeting for all
IFC/Panhellenic representatives and
committee members will be held at
5:30 p.m. today in the S.U. Montalvo
Room. For more information, call
Meghan Norton at 279-9698 or Deme-

The Physics Department will
hold a seminar on "Temporal Im-

tarry dut to a shift of
httent;on from eyes & la?S
to the Product Lode or\

Rev. Bob Copstake of the San
Jose branch of the Metropolitan Community Church will speak to the Gay
and Lesbian Alliance at 4:30 p.m.
today in the S.U. Costanoan Room.
For further information, call 2772047.

Zeta Phi Beta sorority will hold
its rush at 7 tonight in the S.U. Pacheco Room.

The A.S. Election Board will hold
its candidates’ meeting at 1 p.m.
today in the A.S. Council Chambers.
Call the A.S. office at 277-3201 for
more information.
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Yesterdaily
Because many SJSU students attend classes twice or three
times a week, the Spartan Daily is including news items from
the previous paper to help keep everyone informed on campus
everyday

Campus

firm and were paid $1,000 for it. Sucn use of the equipment
is not illegal.
Spartan Shops employees are no longer eligible to collect unemployment benefits during school breaks because
of bill that passed January.

Sports

SJSU student Lori Potter died from inhalation of
smoke and fumes in the fraternity house fire Sunday
morning, health officials said.

The Spartan baseball team won two games
one against UOP last weekend.

A report filed by the state auditor general’s office
questions the use of two unidentified professors using a
SJSU sound-absorbing chamber to run tests for a private

SJSU women golfers finished fifth in the Patty Sheehan Invitational tournament Sunday. The team score of
956 left them 32 shots behind winning Tulsa.

and

lost

"Well, Shirley. All I can say is you
ought to think about it. The pill
sure has changed my life."
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Athletics to gain Student groups vie for piece of A.S. pie
via burger sales
By Beth Johnson
Daily staff writer
Wendy’s and McDonald’s better
stand up and take notice. White
Castle hamburgers will be arriving in
May for the SJSU Spring Football
scrimmage.
Spartan Foundation, a non-profit
fund-raising organizer for the SJSU
men’s and women’s athletic programs, is attempting to sell 200,000 of
the ready-made burgers.
Proceeds from the event will help
augment funds for the school’s athletic scholarship fund. The football
scrimmage is held every year following the teams regular team practice
schedule. Spartan team members divide into two teams for the scrimmage.
John Moran, a member of the
Spartan Foundation for 12 years, described the hamburgers as "the
worst tasting burger that you will
ever want to eat again." He said the
foundation thought the scrimmage
would be an appropriate time to have
the fund-raising event.
Moran said he got the idea for
selling the hamburgers (called "sliders") to raise money for the foundation after he read about the Chamber
of Commerce in Fountain Valley,
Arizona that sold the White Castle
burgers to raise money.
"Anybody who is from the Midwest has tasted a White Castle hamburger at one time or another,"
Moran said.
Tony McDonnell, executive director of Spartan Foundation said the
hamburgers were available only in
nine Midwest states up until 1980. He
said that in 1980, members of the
community in Fountain Valley, who
were originally from the Midwest,
approached White Castle officials
about the possibility of selling the
hamburgers to raise money for
chamber of commerce activities.

DUMAS
HAIR CARE CENTER

White Castle officials approved
the proposal and since then have allowed Fountain Valley Chamber of
Commerce and a church group in Albuquerque, New Mexico to sell the
hamburgers for annual fund raising.
Only charitable organizations
are permitted to sell the sandwiches,
McDonnell said. "They (White
Castle) really investigate the interested organizations, no private individuals are allowed to sell the hamburgers," Moran said.
The hamburgers will be made at
White Castle restaurants in the Indianapolis area during the next month,
he said. Four days before the football
game, the fast-frozen ready-made
hamburgers will be shipped in Bekins
Van Lines freezer trucks to SJSU.
In addition to selling the hamburgers at the spring football game,
the foundation began soliciting orders Tuesday from the community at
large, McDonnell said. The hamburgers are being pre-sold at the price of
60 hamburgers for $30. The remainder of the food will be sold individually at the game for 50 cents a burger.
The pre-sold hamburgers will be
available for pick-up the day of the
game. Moran said.
Western Appliance in San Jose
has donated the use of 25 microwaves
to be used at the game to reheat the
food, Moran said. Budweiser and
Pepsi-Cola have donated beverages
for the foundation to sell at the game,
he said.
McDonnell said the greatest portion of the hamburgers sold will come
from the pre-sale.
"There will be enough left over to
sell at the football game," McDonnell
said.
He said that the foundation expects to sell all of the 200,000 hamburgers. McDonnell said they should
make a profit of more than $40,000.

By Mariann Hansen
Daily staff writer
Four down, one to go. The Associated Students Budget Committee
continued to hear requests from campus organizations in its fourth of five
budget hearings this semester.
After the final set of groups is
heard next Monday, the committee
will begin discussing how much
money to distribute to each organization. The projected income for the
1985-86 school year is $484,11030. The
A.S. receives $10 from each SJSU student’s fees.
Eight groups presented their requests Monday, including the SJSU
Women’s Center,
The Women’s Center requested
$15,035. Last year it requested $8,855.

The increases were mainly for operating expenses, programs and Worn.
en’s Week, the center’s annual March
event.
Nancy Eiercksmeier, the group’s
representative, slid increase in operating expenses ties in with the increase in programs. The center is requesting $4,000 more than last year
for operating expenses and $1,000
more for programs.
"We want to try to offer more
programs on a more consistent basis
to get more participation," she said.
The Association for Computing
Machinery is requesting budget
funds for the first time. It has gone
through special allocations the past
two years and is now eligible to be
part of the A.S. budget.

continued from page 1
Physics Department ) to see if I was
qualified. Martinez said that he felt
pretty good when he was informed
that he was one of the award winners.
In January the winners were announced via a letter to department
heads from Dean Lange’s office.
The students each received a
check for $3,000 during yesterday’s
awards ceremony. This money does
not have to be spent on books or tuition. The ARCS foundation makes no
stipulation concerning what exactly
the students must use the money for.
"They could use the money to
buy a car if they wanted to," said
Smith. However, all the students plan
to use their award money for much
more immediate and practical purposes.
"I already have it earmarked for
my future academic demands," said
Winterfield, chairman of the Biology

of Cancer Committee, who is .".oing
toxicology research with Rayh C.
Ballard, professor of Biology, in his
spare time.
The ARCS Foundation Inc. is a
non-profit women’s organization
composed of professional and nonprofessional women who volunteer
their time and services to help supply
our country’s need for scientists. It
was founded in 1958 in Los Angeles by
Mrs. Thomas Malouf.
ARCS now has 12 chapters nationally and has awarded over 3,000
scholarships in the past, totaling
more than $4 million.
"I think it’s really great that the
ARCS Foundation has chosen to include SJSU in their list of schools to
award this money to," said Lange,
treasurer of the Student Affiliation of
the American Chemical Society, and
one of the award recipients.

Treasurer Lynne Radzykewycz
said the club is a student chapter of
the national organization and promotes information about computer
sciences.
AMC requested $870 to present
three seminars each semester. The
club plans to sponsor a fund-raising
activity in the summer, Radzykewycz said.
"We want to fund ourselves," she
said. "We hope to come out even, but
we will cover the costs (of the fundraiser) ourselves because it will be

experimental.
The African Awareness group requested $10,000 for its annual February activities during African
Awareness Month. Last year the
group requested $5,000.
Other groups that requested
funds at Monday’s hearing were A.S.
Program Board summer session,
$11,000; Students for Peace, $2,263;
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano De
Aztlan ( MEChA ), $6,392.88; and A.S.
Print Shop requested zero budget allocations.
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step in building a credit history A credit history that
will help you get the credit you’ll want when you
ledve school
No annual fee with a Sears Credit Card
finlike mime credit cards, there’s no annual lee !Or a
Sears Credit Card. And there are no hidden credit
charges either finance charges are always fully dis
closed on your Sears statement.
Get nationwide credit at Sears
There are over 3400 Retail and Caulk ig st( wt.’s all acros,
the country; and your Sears Credit Card is good at ever
one of them. This means wherever pm live, travel
work- and wherever you may nu we yon have available
credit at a nearby Sears.
Over 100,000 fine products and services
With a Sears Credit Card you can choose from an
enorI111 ius range of products and services, and lust sa
-Charge it!" Everything filim dot lies and cameras,

electronic games and calculators. totires and a tune-up
lig your car. And all your merchandise purchases are
hacked by Sears tamous promise, "Satisfaction Guaranteed in* ttlf Nit MeV Back "
Buy what you need when you’re short on cash
:RA Ill Card let, ou buy what you need when
you need it, e% en though you may not have the cash on
hand at that particular moment. You can take advantage
of Sears special sales as well as everyday good values.
And yi ill can stretch your payments over many months
it (ill wish.
Shop from Sears catalogs when
you’re short on time
Vhen you don’t have time to gel to a Sears Store, Use
your Sears Credit Card to order by phone from our
famous catalogs. Just say "Charge it!" You can even
arrange for delivery right to your door.
Apply for a Sears Credit Card right on campus

Date: Every Thur. & Fri.
Time: 10:00 AM 4:00 PM
Location: Student Urion

ested $6,000.
groups that requested
onday’s hearing were A.S.
Board summer session,
udents for Peace, $2,263;
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Let Johnny lie in peace
Isn’t the recent televising of be sure I won’t. But that does not
the "Atlanta Child Murders" take care of the people I think are
enough air play of awful mass really hurt by this. First, the viccrimes against children?
tims’ families and secondly the
Apparently the market can young friends of the young slain.
stand one more of these horrible
The whole thing is too recent
reenactments. The wife of the man
the wound is still too fresh.
who stormed a McDonald’s in San
I’ll never forget the images of
Ysidro, last summer, slaying seve- crumpled children lying beside
ral customers, mostly children, sting-ray bikes. Or blood running
has agreed to an exhorbitant sum into the gutters outside the sleepy
by a Hollywood producer in order McDonalds.
to act as story consultant in the
What kind of advertisers will
writing of a mini-series screen this thing attract? Several of the
play dramatizing the event.
Pepsi generation were obliterated
Anyone who knows my philos- by the strafing. Continuation of the
ophies knows that I am a vehe- burger wars in between segments
ment advocate of a free and open would be in poor taste, as the
society. I opt for laissez-faire busi- whole idea is.
ness attitudes that allow open
I realize the wife of the Mc trade. Even with all that in mind I Donald’s murderer is sitting on a
can not stomach the production of gold mine. I can’t honor the type of
this event.
- transaction she has made, but she
Also the argument can be represents only part of the blame
to
made that I simply do not have
that needs to be laid. The Ameritune into the series. Well, you can can public who will glue them-

selves in front of the TV with their
remote control and popcorn, are
the ones that will turn this mini-series into an event. Horror and
atrocity translate into big bucks in
the backward mindset of an anonymous American public. But him
did we get this way? How did we
become carrion birds feeding on
the sadness of others?
Children and adults protested
in San Ysidro this weekend. One
sign, carried by a blond youngster,
asked the Hollywood producer to
please not "do this to Johnny’s
memory."
Johnny is gone. Maybe only
his bike remains.
But if Hollywood has its way
Johnny will be back on the screen.
as big and bright as they day he
hopped on his bike to travel into
town for a burger.
But that’s not real, Johnny
can’t come back.
Let him lie in peace.

DIE TUNE PUShER

Dewane Van Leuven

Beginnings of jazz live on
An aberration 01 the mid 1950s, West Coast jazz survived for
about 10 years, popularized by one
record company and a few gifted
musicians.
Pacific Jazz records is an
apocryphal
record
company,
which was run by Richard Bock.
Bock knew what kind of music he
liked, and that was a somewhat
subdued, mellow version of the frenetic New York bebop. Bock chose
Pacific Jazz artists from the large
contingency of Bay Area and Los
Angeles musicians.
Gerry Mulligan was one of
Bock’s first finds. Mulligan played
baritone saxophone, a huge horn
with a strange curve around the
top, His quartet, which included
future Pacific Jazz stars Chet
Baker and Chico Hamilton, had a
feature that no other quartet had.
He had no pianist in the group.
Until the Mulligan quartet, it
was thought there could never be a
Jazz combo without the contrapuntal and lead qualities of the piano.
A piano can be used for simple,

one-note leads or large, ponderous
chords. Mulligan showed that a
group could consist of bass,
drums, saxophone, and trumpet
and not sound sterile.
Stan Getz was another saxophone player who started his career with Pacific. He played the
more conventional tenor and alto
saxophones. Getz was known for
the tone that came out of his sax
a round, perfect tone that few
could emulate. Unfortunately,
Getz had a bout with alcoholism
and drug abuse that affected his
career. He still plays the club circuit and makes albums, but the old
’505 albums he recorded were the
best.
Chet Baker, who began his rise
to stardom as trumpet player of
the Mulligan quartet, is perhaps
the best known of the Pacific stars.
He was in his early twenties when
he began playing with the Mulligan quartet around 1953, and was
somewhat known as a boy wonder.
After leaving the Mulligan quartet, he started a quartet of his own

that included pianist Russ Freeman. An EP was released, and
that album is Baker at his best.
Baker was elected best new
trumpeter in a 1953 Down Beat
poll, and was enjoying his success.
He -took up singing with limited
success, and started a quintet and
an ensemble.
The saddest story belongs to
pianist Richard Twardzik. Twardzik had a trio that recorded for Pacific Jazz, and it brought him some
degree of reknown. He visited
Paris sometime in the mid-’50s,
and died of a heroin overdose. His
album is like listening to Van Gogh
on vinyl
a very twisted soul,
with Twardzik’s feelings being almost directly transmitted onto the
grooves.
I don’t know what happened to
Dick Bock, the goateed man who
started Pacific Jazz, and I don’t
even know what happened to the
Pacific Jazz label. But I thank the
musicians who made Pacific Jazz
possible, and Bock who made it
possible for us to listen to them.

"The Breakfast Club" delivers more than teen frolics. See story
page 4

LETTERS
The Entertainer welcomes all comments and criticism. Please
identify yourself along with your major, class standing and telephone number. All letters become property of the Entertainer and
may be edited for length and grammar.

RATINqS
The Entertainer uses the following system for rating the performance or quality of a featured piece of art. Each rating is given
by the individual author, and is done to give the reader a summarized opinion of the material:
* * Ir
Excellent
*
Good effort
Average
Stay Away

Emmylou kicks up heels
By Patricia Hannon
Emmylou Harris may have a
new look with her shorter, layered
hairstyle, but her melancholy,
country-western image is stronger
than ever.
The show she and her band put
on last Saturday night at the War field in San Francisco is proof that
Harris, Grammy award winner for
best female country vocalist for
her 1989 recording of "In My
Dreams," still draws an enthusiatic crowd Of country music fans.
By focusing the first set on old
classics like "Quarter Moon In A
Ten-cent Town," "Blue Kentucky
Girl," "The Last Cheaters Waltz,"
"Bello Stranger" and "Mr. Sandman," she won the hearts of her
die-hard and neophyte fans alike.
Her band, consisting of eight
musicians, was excited and energetic, often kicking up their
heels and dancing around the
stage. The members harmonized
artfully when called for and combined their musical and vocal talents to enhance Harris’ style of
singing about the heartbreaking,
sorrowful, and crazy sides of life
and love.
Her performance of "Last
Date" was a special one for the audience at Warfield since it was recorded there for the album by the
same name two years ago.
The audience was especially
taken with fiddler Buddy Spicher
and guitarist, banjo and mandolin
player Albert Lee, whose solos
were professionally and masterfully performed.
The fun the band appeared to
have on stage served to liven the
performance, bringing a postive
response from an audience which
was extremely receptive to an evening of "down home" country
music.
Harris’ voice was clearest in
ballads like "The Last Cheaters

Waltz" in which her melodic, hightimbered voice was able to express
saddness, ecstasy and desperation
to her listeners.
The second half of the concerI
was devoted to her newest album
"The Ballad of Sally Rose." which
tells the tale of an orphaned youtiu
girl who grows to find and even
tually lose love and exceptance in
the world of music.
The songs off the album at
characteristic of Harris’ lyrical
combinations of life, love and hard
times. One of the most touching
songs and one which she dedicated
to a friend of hers and his fiance at
the concert is "Heart to Heart," a
tender, hopeful love song.
Another song performed oft
the album was "K -S-O -S," which
Harris pointed out was inspired by
the now defunct radio station in
Gilroy, KFAT, which she said is
"gone but not forgotten." Devout
Emmylou fans can contest to the
fact that KFAT, which stopped
broadcasting more than two years
ago, was one of of the only stations
in the area to play her music regularly. Some of the words express
the KFAT image:
K-S -0-S help is on the way
Twenty-four hours of every day
A voice in the wilderness
And we’re here to stay
K-S-O-S
The beige backdrop on the
stage was made up of a photo of
Harris surrounded by a wreath of
roses. Additionally, three roses
were spotlighted on the stage, further projecting and the "rose"
image she has been identified with
throughout her career.
She wrapped up the performance with an all-time favorite.
"Boulder to Birmingham," putting an end to a concert well performed by a lady who may still be
on her way up in the world of country music.
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Book finds
the spices
in your life
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David Bowie, Elton John,
Darryl Hall & John Oates, Rod
Stewart, Van Haien, Eurythmics,
Bruce
Springsteen,
Donna Summer are just some
of the stars mentioned.For a
weekend-watcher of MTV the
questions appear difficult. One
realizes how hard it is to remember what has been shown
on the screen. The book is
amusing and might help the
watcher. become more aware of

Crogo,
w.o61-

books
ing. LIN taking a few simple quizzes
a person finds out whether they
are a parsley, pepper, garlic or
ginger personality in the great
vegetable soup of life.
Just to show you that there is
nothing stopping you from obtain
ing all that you dream of in life
here is a sample of the ridiculously
easy quiz you have to take in order
to unlock the real you:
Everywhere you go you add to a
favorite collection. What would
that collection be? A. small figurines. Civil War
bullets, thimbles, lemon juicers
B.dramatic ethnic jewelry,
serving pieces, daring shoes. famous lovers.
C. plants, throw pillows, beer
cans, dolls, guppies, paper place.
mats. sugar packets
D. probably wouldn’t collect
anything, but, if you did, it might
be pre-Colombian pottery, fountain pens, or stamps.
This is just one of the soulsearching questions you must honestly complete before ascertaining
exactly just what herb or spice you
are.
Upon answering the questions,
you are given three methods to determine your herb profile. One involves recalling the Pythagorean
Theorum, treating each amount as
though it were degrees Centigrade
and converting to degrees Fahrenheit. By plotting these figures on
graph paper the results will become crystal clear.
However, there is a slightly
more fundamental system that allows you to add up your As, Bs, Cs
and Ds. Of course since this is not
as scientific it may not be as accurate.
There is also a tactical test you
can apply to the different seasor
ings if you have trouble reading or
using graph paper. This involvr
111II 0 LC 111
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How to catch MTV trivia
By Christine Frankendal
Take notes. Avon Books has
recently published "The Music
Video Trivia Quiz,"($2.95 I a
collection of questions and answers compiled by Matthew
and Tevin Abeshouse using
rock videos as its source.
The I09-page book is
strictly for fans of Musit Television and consists of 600 trivia
questions and answers plus
eight pages of photos of famous
video stars.

r"--"

MittateP SiorktAiSts

By Beth Ranney
If our bodies are composed ot
various chemicals and minerals
isn’t it logical that our personalities might be likened to various
spices?
Sure, and now a new book,
"Find Your Seasoning, Find Yourself" explains the theory of herbosychiatry. The book is in tended to
help a person reach the ultimate in
riches, sex, image beauty and success.
Here’s how it works. It is very
simple, not at all like other plans
such as EST or biorhythm chart -

Ni

1.10.
iFst’ti’otS

video details. Other than that, it
is a useless book riding on the
MTV and Trivial Pursuit popularity wave.
There are nine chapters
consisting of catagories like
Video Clothes, Music Animals
and General Video Trivia.
The first categorydeais
with video openings and tells
the reader that it is Randy New man’s "I Love L.A." video
which begins with black and
white footage of a bum taking a
drink in New York City.
And who would ever guess
the lyrics "One nuclear bomb
can ruin your whole day" are
from Men At Work’s video entitled "It’s a Mistake."
With a score of 0-25 incorrect answers one is a Connoisseur-Top of the Class, yet with a
301-450 one can be a happy Novice. This is better than over 451
which has no rating and instructs the reader toga back to
sleep

ammerws
Nancy Chan

blindfolding yourself and skipping
over to the grocery store and buying the most aromatic garlic, the
sharpest ginger root or the one
with the most unusual shape and a
big red pepper.
Take them home and put them
in a row on your kitchen table or
favorite place. Get rid of all distracting smells such as Airwick
Solid, kitty liter, visiting uncle’s cigars.
Follow these procedures once
you are home:
A. Pick up each herb or spice
(there is a difference) and smell.
Decide which smell is the most
pleasing to you, which smell conjures up images of things you like.
If you have a cold and can’t smell,
hold up each herb or spice next to
your ear. Can you hear the ocean?
B. Taste each one. Which is the
most pleasing to you?
C. Which one do you like best
for texture and shape? Does it remind you of things you most like to
touch. . .of the person you most

like to touch, perhaps?
The book then takes you
through a journey that allows you
to utilize the strengths of the particular herb patch you fall into so
that you no longer have to suppress feelings indicative of your
spice category.
You learn how to manage
your money, what colors to wear to
compliment your vegetation and
what sort of mates to seek. For example when it comes to dating,
peppers and garlics are fairly
doomed from the beginning.
Though Garlics are notoriously
lusty, they can not satisfy the truly
hot peppers for long.
How to decorate your house
and what sort of diet will work for
you are also detailed explicitly in
this wonderful self-help manual.
Some of you may think this is
all a lark, preferring to dismiss
such outlandish’ theories such as
herbology. That’s fine but remember that $3.95 gets you a short book
long on laughs.

After women’s liberation...
After sexual revolution...
After introspection and self-reflection...
How do we live together again?

awe

New In Downtown San Jose
A Unique Idea In Men’s & Women’s Apparel

D.A.’s Basutoland

featuring such styles as:

New Wave
G.Q.
Sportswear
80 S. 2nd St. Ste. #3

SPECIAL OFFER
25% Off

thru March 31st

Flair de Modele
Modeling and Personal Image

lilt:C.G.IUNG INSTITUTE PRESENTS A SYMPt -411

MEN AND WOMEN
IN SEARCH OF
COMMON GROUND
SATURDAY & SUNDA1
DANCE
MARCH 16-17
MUSIC
PLUS...
PALACE OF FINE ARP,
THEATRE
new film
PSYCHOLOGY SAN FRANCISCO
POETRY
JAMES JOYCE’S
WOMEN
Distinguished speakers and
artists include poet Wendell
by
Berry, Dancer Al Huang,
FIONNULA
Jungian therapist Edward C.
FLANAGAN
Whitmont. Performance by
IS PtAttitM
,4 TRAVELING JEWISH
IIRI
For information and reservations:
C. G. JUNG INSTITUTE, PUBLIC PROGRAMS
2040 GOUGH STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94509
771-8080

career image
self improvement
makeup/grooming
improve your wardrobe
personal development
modeling-international
methods
\

Personalized instruction
with over 25 yrs. experience

For more information call:
12340 Saratoga/Sunnyvale Rd
Azule Crossing, Saratoga
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’Breakfast Club’
not just another
teen ripoff flick
By Eric Stanion
On opening night of "The
Breakfast Club," a new Universal
Studios release, the Century 22
Theater in San Jose was packed
with a predominantly high school
crowd that seemed ready for a typically tacky and exploitive film
about irresponsible, drunk and
sexually overzealous teenagers.
What they received was a pleasant
surprise.
After having sat through such
cinematic garbage as "Porky’s"
and "Fast Times at Ridgemont
High," this fresh new film has arrived on the scene to portray teenagers as normal human beings
who act like real kids who are
faced with real problems.
"The Breakfast Club" is a film
that dares to go beyond the overused stereotypes about high school
kids today, and presents a sympathetic view of the struggles they
must contend with.
For once, the plot does not center around a young girl needing an
abortion, or horny little studs trying to get lucky with anything on
two legs.
The story brings together five
characters: Andy Clark (Emilio
Estevez ), the all-star wrestler ;
Claire Standish (Molly Ringwald),
the attractive and wealthy prude ;
John Bender (Judd Nelson), the
rebel who cares about nothing and
no one ; Allison Reynolds (Ally
Sheedy ), the hostile fruitcake and
Brian Johnson (Anthony Michael
Hall), the wiz-kid geek.
Each of the characters is completely different in some respects,
yet remarkably similar in others.
Director John Hughes, who also directed "16 Candles" and wrote
"Mr. Mom" and "National Lampoon’s Vacation," has gone to
great lengths to create an accurate

study of high school students.
The story is about how this
seemingly unlikely group comes
together after being forced to
spend an entite Saturday serving
detention in the school’s library,
where they are to write a 1,000
word essay about themselves.
But during that time, these
complete strangers discover themselves and come to grips with the
fact that they are not so different
from one another after all.
They are watched over by the
despicable. Dean of Students,
Richard Vernon (Paul Gleason),
who treats them as criminals,
when he should be serving detention somewhere himself. He is the
typical tough guy who is afraid to
show a little compassion, for fear
that it might be interpreted as a
sign of weakness.
From the start, and as expected, the group does not get
along. As soon as Vernon turns his
back, Bender is quick to start in
with his anti -authority, anti -everyone attitude. He starts in on Claire
and Andy, and soon they are all at
each others’ throats.
As the group, continuously
fights, argues and says basically
nasty things to one another, one
can sense that there is something
more here. They begin learning
more about the lives of one another
and are shocked to find that they
are all not so different after all.
In one scene, as the day has
progressed, the five of them
gather in a circle and face each
other in as classic a scene of open
and uninhibited communication as
you will ever see. Here, they confront things they have never faced
before, and the bond created between them is truly special.
Director John Hughes also
wrote "The Breakfast Club," and

Top: Molly
Ringwald and
Judd Nelson
in "The
Breakfast
Club". Left:
Ally Sheedy,
Anthony
Michael Hall,
Judd Nelson,
Emilio
Estevez and
Molly
Ringwald.

because the entire movie basically
takes place in a single room (the library), the film is mostly dialogue. But Hughes has developed a
witty and fast paced screenplay in
which these teenagers sound and
act like high school kids.
Just through talking, these
kids learn more about themselves
and each other in a few hours than
they could In a million years of
passing one another in the halls at
school. They come to some startling realizations about sex and the

effect peer pressure has on it.
They help each other confront
internal problems, resulting from
neglect and pressure put on them
by their parents.
The performances in "The
Breakfast Club" are extraordinary as the five young actors together create a chemistry that has
life and makes the film come together beautifully. They all have
moments that will bring laughter
to you at one time, and tears at another.

Though I somewhat disagreed
with the negative picture portrayed of parents and the unloving
way in which they treat their kids,
the film does address the aspect of
teenage life not often seen in films
today.
The crowd that showed up on
opening night may have gotten
something other than what they
had expected, but none of them
seemed
disappointed.
**if

Laser ’sings’ along with the Beatles
at De Anza College’s planetarium
By Beth Johnson

Noel Cameron
One of the sights to be seen at the -Beatles’ laser show

The rock’n’roll music of the
Beatles has hit De Anza College’s
Minolta Planetarium. The show,
which has been billed as a laser
tribute to the band, was produced
and directed by Capitol Records
and Laser Images Incorporated. It
first premiered last fall in Los Angeles.
Darryl Davis, the laser artist
(or laserist) that conducts the
show at De Anza, said plans to utilize the music of the Beatles in a
laser show began well over two
years ago. The Beatles tribute
opened two weeks ago at De Anza
and already has already developed
a returning audience Davis said.
The show starts with a medley
From the Beatles’ "Sgt. Pepper’s
Lonely Hearts Club Band" album.
The laser images burst onto the
dome of the planetarium and almost throb along to the beat of the

songs.
It’s hard to describe laser
images. Some look like a spirograph of orange, yellow, green and
blue. Others are definite shapes or
animations, as Davis described
them.
Laser animation, or the drawing by a laserist of actual images
or pictures onto the screen, is a
concept that is becoming increasingly popular in laser shows, Davis
said.
Davis used the laser animation in the "Sgt. Pepper" medley
and then again in the number
"Back in the USSR." During the
latter number Snoopy came flying
across the dome of the planetarium on a space ship.
Each laser image is unique to
each tune.
"We want to hear from you
throughout the show," Davis told
the audience at the beginning of

the tribute.
"The companies decided that
they wanted to make a laser tribute to the twentieth anniversary of
the Beatle’s rise to fame," Davis
said.
Davis’ opinion of the show
being different is an accurate one.
People who have never been interested in witnessing a live laser
show may very well enjoy the
uniqueness of this show.
The show is well worth visiting. If you are a Beatles enthusiast
go to hear the music and experience a new tribute to rock’n’roll
legends. If not, enjoy the sights
and images in laser animation.
The shows at the planetarium
are $4.50 for adults, $2.50 for children and senior citizens. Shows
run Thursday through Sunday at 7
p.m. Tickets are available at the
door and at BASS or Ticketron outlets.
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Christopher Boyce (Timott Dutton), left, receives
the message via Telex that will change his life.
Above, Daulton Lee (Sean Penn) and Boyce, before
being indicted for treason in a surprising espionage
attempt, are held in Ins Angeles County Jail.

Ocean view meals
for limited budgets

Blind idealism questioned
in Hutton’s political movie
By Patricia Hannon
"The Falcon and The Snowman" challenges the audience to
question where the line should be
drawn between patriotism and idealism. Especially in a world where
societies are bent on destroying
each other.
The true story, based on a
novel by Robert Lindsey, is about
Christopher Boyce and his longtime friend Andrew Daulton Lee,
who were convicted of treason
against the United States in 1977.
portrays
Hutton
Timothy
Boyce as a young idealist who believes wholeheartedly that "the
American way of life" is a dying illusion because of corruption in the
government.
While working at RTX, a company which monitors intelligencegathering satellites for the CIA,
Boyce is exposed to the world of
well -kept American secrets which
shatters his belief in an "ideal" society.
A message about CIA plans to
stir up labor unrest in Australia,
thereby discrediting the country’s
liberal Prime Minister on the night
before a national election, is inadvertently sent to a teletype machine in the tracking station where
Boyce works.
Directly following the message is another one by the operator
saying the telex was sent to the
wrong station in error and to
please destroy it.

The damage is done however,
and from that moment on Boyce is
set on protesting the CIA by selling
its secrets to the KGB the Soviet
secret police and central intelligence agency).
The story unravels as 21 -yearold Boyce talks his drug-dealing,
junkie friend, Lee, into serving as
a courier to sell the CIA’s satellite
information to the Russian Embassy in Mexico City.
Since Boyce’s most passionate
interest was that of falconry
hence the name of the movie),
Hutton’s most difficult task may
have been one of learning the sport
and becoming comfortable with
handling the birds, something he
pulled of with skill and charm.
Lee, portrayed by Sean Penn,
who is running from the law because of several drug busts, sees
the venture not only as an opportunity to expand his already thriving
drug business, but the chance to
put some long-lost excitement
back into his life.
At first the espionage seems
like a little game for both Boyce
and Lee, but it soon turns into an
adventure too serious for either
man to take lightly.
Fear takes over both their
lives as Boyce fights to bring back
the "idealism" of life and Lee
struggles to make as much money
as possible.
Hutton’s portrayal of Boyce is
sensitive, intriguing and moving.

It’s hard not to sympathize with a
young man who fights so hard and
gives up so much for the simple belief that the world should be more
fair.
The frustration of a man running from the law and desperately
trying to end the fear that he
"doesn’t know who his friends are
anymore," was craftily performed
by Penn who portrayed Lee.
Penn expressed Lee’s heroin
and cocaine addiction realistically
in his constant search for excitement and money.
Hutton and Penn successfully
draw the audience into the anger
and fear surrounding the world of
espionage.
The theme of lost idealism and
disillusionment with the government emerges again and again as
the story of these two men, who
once served as altar boys together,
unfolds.
The film and its purpose can
best be described in Boyce’s own
words during his interrogation.
When asked who he received
his instructions from he said, "My
conscience."
After he stated that he appreciated his fears and the chance to
face them, the interrogator asked
him what he was afraid of.
"People who are able to create
sophisticated military equipment
and a government who can’t be
trusted with it," Boyce said.
** **

By Tracey Kaplan
Too many fine days at the
beach in Santa Cruz have been
ruined by lousy meals in overpriced restaurants.
Part of the problem is that
visitors insist on an ocean view.
Most of them end up paying a
high premium for what often
turns out to be frozen seafood
and a perfect view of the fogbank.
But there is an alternative
for tourists who demand decent, reasonably priced food as
well as a view of the Pacific.
It’s called Riva Fish House and
it’s located on the newly renovated Santa Cruz Municipal
Wharf.
Janet Stagnaro and her
brother Tardo run it, and if you
know anything about Santa
Cruz, you know that the Stagnaros are the oldest name in fish
on the wharf. They have operated sport fishing businesses,
seafood markets and restaurants since the early 1900s when
the family came over from
Italy.
Riva used to be a seafood
triarket with a small chowder
and sandwich cafe until Janet
and Tardo got a liquor license
and expanded the cafe six
months ago, reducing the market part of the operation to a
single display case of fresh fish
filets. As a result of the Stagnaros’ experience, one thing diners at Riva can count on is that
all the fish is fresh and most of
it is local.
But the state of the fish before it’s cooked doesn’t always
guarantee the quality of the
final product. For instance, although the snapper, sole and
shark come from the Monterey
Bay, the snapper filet ($4.25)
and the shark steak 44.751,
both served with a choice of
rice pilaf or string potatoes and
a garnish of fried zucchini, arrived at the table lukewarm.
Fortunately, the waiter

was attentive, and the fish returned to the table hot, tasty
and still tender. The same thing
could not be said for the salmon
steak ($6.50), which was dry
and overcooked.
Because El Nino has wiped
out the local stock, the squid is
flown in fresh from Thailand
and Japan. The calamari Teriyaki style ($3.95) consisted of
about eight plump, succulent
squid on a skew& lightly
dressed with sauce. Delicious
as this dish was, it only served
to tantalize, not satisfy the appetite.
Indeed, the diner who arrives at Riva with a healthy appetite prompted by the sea air
would do well to order a bowl of
New England or Manhattan
clam chowder 41.85) and a dinner salad ($1.75) to accompany
his meal.
Another strategy for hungry eaters would be just as appropriate at Riva: order an entree and perhaps a glass of wine
($1.75) or a drink from the bar,
and save your appetite for the
restaurant’s delicious Italian
ice cream. A combination of
amarretto and chocolate decadence in either the small
($1.20), medium ($1.50) or
large ($1.75) size will turn you
into a gelato devotee.
Any way you approach .1, a
dinner at Riva Fish House ’s the
best choice on the wharf for affordable, fresh seafood for
under $10 a person. The white
and green decor distracts little
from the view of the Bay and although the wait for a table on a
Saturday night could be as long
as 45 minutes, it’s worth it.
Riva Fish House is located
about halfway down the Santa
Cruz Municipal Wharf under
four green and white circular
signs. It is open from 11:00 am
to 9:00 p.m. weekdays and from
9:00 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. on weekends.
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Camera 3
making
strides
By Chuck Carroll
The warm afternoon sun
glares through the undraped second story window into the office
above Camera 3, where Jack NyBlom, Jim Zuur, and Pam Kelly
have crammed their desks.
The walls are bare where you
would expect to see old movie posters, and pieces of unused wallboard and sheet metal litter the
hallway outside the open door. The
curtains are due to arrive any day
now.
Camera 3 and Camera One are
owned by some of the first major
entrepreneurs to commit themselves to the downtown area
around Second and San Carlos
streets. These entrepreneurs hope
to see the rest of the area completely redeveloped within a few
years. Three of the four owners
live downtown.
The new theater, which features state-of the-art picture quality, surrounding Dolby sound and
plush, rocking seats, has only been
in business since May 1984. NyBlom says Camera 3 has a "screening room intimacy" in two of its
theaters, each of which seats 100.
The large auditorium holds 300.
The owners describe their offerings as "specialty" or "art" films.
Zuur says the management
team is "university oriented."
Each of the owners is a SJSU graduate. Zuur taught film making,
film theory, film appreciation and
other classes for eight years at
SJSU’s New College, until it closed
in 1980. New College was an alternative education program sponsored by the University in the 70s.
Even the venture capital to start
Camera 3 came from SJSU graduates.
Although about 75 percent of
their patrons are from the suburbs

Camera 3, on the corner of Second and San Carlos Streets, is a filin-making venture for San Jose entrepreneurs.
like Sunnyvale and Saratoga, students make up a substantial share
of the audiences, too.
NyBlom gave several more
reasons for the existence of the
firm. Probably the first, he said, is
that they love films and can choose
the ones they like. "Plus we know
some of the people who made them
and how to market them. We’re
doing something we know and
like."
Camera One and Camera 3
have many "tributes" to actors
and directors. Coming up, for example, are festivals in honor of
Katharine Hepburn, Alfred Hitchcock and the New Age Thinkers
such as Sigmund Freud and Carl
Jung

He also said the two theaters
fill a cultural need in the Valley.
They bring to San Jose a kind of
film that simply would not be seen
here if they were not in business,
he said.
"Gradually, little by little, San
Jose is becoming known as a cultural alternative to San Francisco,"
said NyBlom.
Zuur describes his role as one
of a generalist and managing partner. It was he who spearheaded
the lease negotiations with the city
of San Jose, which owns the Alfred
E. Alquist Building that Camera 3
is located in, and with the developer of th.. project, CampeauSmall.
Helping to rebuild the down-

town isn’t the only reason the partners are in the business.
"Part of the reason we’re here
is to subsidize our films," smiles
NyBlom, and the feeling is unmistakable that this is their most precious dream.
The owners of Camera 3 hope
to produce, through their production company. Reel Life Films,
their first full-length feature this
year after making mostly shorts,
documentaries and public service
announcements since the 70s.
If you ask him what the movie
is going to be about, he acts a little
like a baseball player who is in the
middle of a no-hitter
he doesn’t
like to talk about it too much.

NyBlom breaks into a wide
grin, and says, "It’d be a jinx to
say what it’ll be about, but it will
have a lot of humor, I can say
that,"
They will be looking for local
actors and actresses, though the
lead roles are already taken, he
says.
Camera 3 is at the corner of
Second and San Carlos streets.
Telephone 998-3300 for show times.
Camera One’s address is 366 South
Telephone 294First Street.
3800.SJSU students can take advantage of discounts at Camera
One. Students receive 50 cents off
the price of regular admissions.

Rising director proves there’s life after SJSU
By J. G. Griswold
He may not be making movies
like Steven Spielberg or John
Landis, but SJSU graduate Steve
Perkins is determined to direct
films and videos.
"Whatever it takes to put my
career together.
do it," said
Perkins, a 1982 graduate of SJSU’s
creative arts program.. He has
been working at perfecting his
craft for seven years.
Although he has not directed a
blockbuster film like Spielberg or
Landis, the 30-year-old graduate
said he believes that if he is given
enough time, something will happen.
"I feel like the effort that I’m
putting into directing will be rewarded," Perkins said. "I will either be awarded critcally or financially or both, but I will be
rewarded."
The developing director recently put the finishing touches on
his latest eflort "Serving Time"
which was shown to cast and press
-

Filmmaker’s latest effort plays at Eulipia restaurant
Sunday at the Eulipia Restaurant
on First Street in San Jose.
The the 50-minute video describes a military investigation of
a rape of a armyman’s wife. The
lead character is a young, idealistic military defense attorney who
is asked to defend the man accused
of rape. The attorney is forced to
deal with the ethics of defending a
man who he suspects is guilty.
The video was filmed at SJSU
in the Faculty Office Building. He
said he chose the building because
it ""had a government feeling to
it.
"Serving Time" features the
talents of several SJSU alumni.
These graduates are Nick Rempel,
Jannine Carrera, Charmaine Crowell, Glenn Chapin and Teri Jacobson.
The video will be shown to the

public at the Eulipia Restaurant
on April 20 at 7 p.m., as well as on
April 21 at 5 and 7 p.m.
Besides directing "Serving
Time," Perkins also wrote its
script. The idea for the story came
from his expereices as a paralegal
with the U.S Army. Like the lead
character in "Serving Time," Perkins said he had to listen to stories
of rape.
Although he wrote the script in
1982 for a feature film, he said he
decided to let the script sit for a
while with the intentions of drastically re-writing it later.
The video was made last summer at a workshop for local actors
that he organized and conducted.
During the workshop, he used part
of the script which the cast and
crew rehearsed for six weeks.
"This video is the product of

that workshop," he said. The product was manufactured in a twoday shooting session, with one
camera and one set and limited by
a budget under $1,000.
Perkins said the video will be
submitted in various festival competitions and will be used by the
actors as a showcase for their
work. He said he hopes this video
will also help him get "Serving
Time" produced as a feature film.
If he does make the big times,
Perkins said he plans to keep his
career based in the Bay Area. He
said he wasn’t thrilled with the
idea of living in either New York or
Los Angeles.
"I realize I will have to get
along with going to New York and
to Los Angeles," he said, "but I do
not want to live there."
Perkins said he became inter-

ested in making films when he was
attending Indiana
University.
After taking a course dealing with
Charlie Chaplin’s work, he said he
knew film making is what he
wanted to do.
His philosophy is to keep working so that someone will someday
notice his talents.
"I have to stay open for business if someone is going to see
what I car..IU, ne said
The director is already 1..!;...,ning his next project which ne
plans to shoot this summer. lie
said the video will be longer than
"Serving Time." The plot of the
new video is about a computer
analyst who decides to crash a
party in order to rekindle a love at
fair with a woman he hasn’t seen
for 15 years.
Perkins appears to have the
perseverance to kecp workii.g
until he is discovered and recognized to be of the same caliber as
Spielberg and Landis.
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Who’s the boss?
By Aaron Crowe

Jagger’s first solo album,
"She’s The Boss" is a rousing
array of tunes that let you know
who’s the boss of the Rolling
Stones. It’s Jagger, not Bruce
Springsteen, who is the boss of
rock’n’roll and after listening to
Jagger’s newest release, there, is
no disputing his power in the music
business.
Don’t worry that Jagger is
leaving the Rolling Stones. He said
he just wanted to get out on his own
and do a solo project. Other mem-

viNy1

Another Night." Rabbit, of the reggae group Third World, plays synthesizer.
Throughout the album, Jagger
gives the message that he has a
newly found respect for women
and that he wants to make them
happy. In the only slow ballad of
the album, "Hard Woman," Jagger tries to say goodbye to a
woman who he has loved for a long
time. In the song he says he was
romantic and passionate and she
didn’t care. Nonetheless, he still
loves her. Jagger isn’t married,
but maybe his current love affair
and new child might persuade him
to take the vow.

Earth, Wind & Fire singer at best on LP
with theme and lyrics of love and life
By Scott Vigallon
"Chinese Wall," Philip Bailey’s second solo album, features
the co-lead singer of Earth, Wind &
Fire at his best.
Bailey, the crystallized voice
of such EWF classics as "Reasons" and "Fantasy," displays his
vocal versatility in this LP.
EWF fans are accustomed to
hearing Bailey’s voice naturally
rise high, and five of his songs are
in this mode. However, in four others, his voice drops lower but is
still effective.
In one cut, "Show You The
Way To Love," Bailey drops from

Reggae returns for "She’s The
hers of the group have done it beBoss" and again, Jagger realizes
fore and Jagger also wants to try
that women have a powerful effect
viNyl
it. The outcome it works.
on his life and he deals with it:
this
The only help he received from
It’s Okay! You want breakfast in high to low towards the end of
ballad but remains alto in the
the band was from Keith Richards, bed? You got breakfast
in
bed.
background.
who helped write the tune "Lonely You want me
to hold all calls? I’ll
At The Top." Jeff Beck and a host hold all calls.
His only single off the album,
of others provide the instrumen- You want me to fix your hair?
"Easy Lover," a duet with Phil
tals that will. make this album a fix your hair.
Collins, is by far Bailey’s biggest
winner on the charts and could You want me to fix you dinner? I’ll hit.
lead to more solo efforts by Jag- fix you dinner.
With Collins singing along, the
ger.
You want me to stay up late? I’ll song has cracked the top 10 and
Beck, who is now on his own stay up late. No problem, no probhas been popular enough to be
doing jazz and fusion, plays lead lem!
played on pop, soul and even rock
guitar for most of the songs. She’s the boss! She’s the boss! It’s radio stations.
Top"
speaks
about
"Lonely At The
all over! The party’s over!
That is extremely rare.
Jagger’s position at the top of I’ll keep my big mouth shut.
Collins’ influence doesn’t end
rock’n’roll and the ensuing loneAlthough it might be lonely at the there, though. Not only does he
liness. Pete Townsend, formerly of
top, Jagger should stay there not share lead vocals on "Easy
the Who, plays acoustic guitar.
produced
he
also
by keeping his big mouth shut, but
Lover,"
More jazz is added with Bill Lasby releasing more albums like this
"Chinese Wall" and is Bailey’.
well playing bass.
*** *
one.
drummer on the album.
If you ever want to get up and
act crazy, or do your own impression of Jagger, "Just Another
Night" is the tune to swivel your
hips and move your lips like onl
Jagger can do.
Beck displays his talents again
VIDEO MOVIES ACCESSORIES
by playing lead and acoustic guiEQUIPMENT
tar. "Just Another Night" tells the
MOVIE RENTALS $1.00 TAPE DAY
story of Jagger wanting to make
EQUIPMENT VCRs, Cameras, Batteries.
love one more time before leaving
Tripods, Lights ...
a hotel. The lyrics might not be the
PRODUCTION Video taping all occasions.
most moral, but his meaning and
All professional editing services
rhythm give the sense of a man
5425. First St.. San Jose. CA 95110 (408) 287-7109
lost in his music.
This song definitely incorpo
rates a reggae beat, as do several
songs on the album. Reggae play
ers Sly Dunbar and Robbie Shaki,
speare are at their best on "Just
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Sal & Luigi’s
PIZZERIA
Our 25th Year HOMEMADE

Ravioli and Gnocchi

(Ricotta Cheese Dumplings)

297-1136
Eat Here
Or

Take Out

Authentic German
Cuisine
Dancing to live
European Music
Saturday Nights

and "Woman.’’
As in most of his songs, Bailey
is delivering his message through
love in "Woman."
You are the fire
You’re the wind that stirs my
heart
You are the sunlight
And when I saw you
I felt your power in my soul
And when you touched me
I knew I had lost control
The title track, "Walking On
The Chinese Wall," is vintage Bailey. His smooth, silky voice, combined with the light sounds of the
Phoenix Horns, makes this song
the top ballad of the album.
If Bailey can cut two more singles off "Chinese Wall,"he can
leap into a star’s status. Recently,
he was selected as a presenter on
the "American Music Awards,"
which gave him much needed exposure.
While Bailey deserves his recent popularity, he also deserves
credit for "Chinese Wall," his fin* **
est work to date.

lev w G’s

CHINESE RESTAURANT
Mandarin 86 Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch eic Dinner
Open Daily
Food To Go
131
E. JACKSON ST.

6 Blocks North of
Santa Clara St
Between 3rd tr. 4th

294-3303 or 998-9427
OFF ANY LARGE

PGUA

OR

31114A-

$ 1 OFF ANY MED

PIZZA

not good with arty other offers
with coupon. exp. 3/5/85.
irtax-mye

www ***,

SPAGMITTI
O’N’LY
with garlic

cleverly h,dden
the Hamilton Square

Bring All Your
Friends!!
261 N. !!.. tranh fftrret
an loot, Califorrtin 95112
(408) 295-4454

317 So. First St.
Across from
Camera One

Another influence, of course.
is EWF. The Elements’ horn section, the Phoenix Horns, also plays
for Bailey. So, quite naturally, a
couple of his songs incorporate
that EWF beat.
One of these is "Go," another
of Bailey’s cuts that sounds neither
too hard nor too soft. He is describing a broken relationship:
Hopes and dreams are in the past
We can’t even take them back
What was once will never be
Time ran out for you and me.
At the end of the song, Don
Myrick provides a refreshing saxophone solo. Remember, he did the
same for EWF’s hit "After The
Love Is Gone."
Three of Bailey’s cuts, "Photogenic Memory," "I Go Crazy" and
"Time Is A Woman" are upbeat,
dancable tunes, with the former
being good enough to be released
ass single. Hopefully, it will be.
But, once again, it is that median between the upbeat and the
ballad that Bailey masters in "For
Every Heart That’s Been Broken"

NO COVER CHARGE WITH COUPON
Expires March 31, 1985

819 W Hamilton

374-6226

WITH COUPON, EXP. 3/5/85
UMIT OF 10
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CAIENdAR
eral public perform with Charlie
Peacock Sun.. March 10 at the
Henry J. Kaiser Convention Center in Oakland. Tickets are 913.50
advance. Show starts at 7:30 p.m.
Opera San Jose Benjaman
Britten’s Albert Herring will be
performed by Opera San Jose this
Sat. and Sun., March 9 and 10 at
the Montgomery Theatre, Market
at San Carlos Streets. Showtimes:
Sat.: 8:00 p.m. Sun.: 2:00 p.m.
Tickets are 912.50 and $15.00, with
students and seniors recieving a
20% discount.

Music

San Jose Symphony Orchestra
To celebrate the 300th anniversary of Johann Sebastian Bach and
Frederick Handel, the San Jose
Symphony Orchestra will present
Bach’s Brandenburg Concerti Nos.
1 and 5 and Handel’s Royal Fireworks Music and Water Music
Suites. Performance dates are
Fri., March 8 and Sat., March 9 at
8:30 p.m in the San Jose Center
for the Performing Arts. Tickets:
$12-20.00 regular, $4.50 students.
Tickets are available at all BASS
outlets. For information, call the
Symphony box office at 298-2300.
Punk
Suicidal Tendencies
rock turned heavy metal band Suicidal Tendencies will perform with
Faith No More and the Part Time
Christians. Sat., March 9 at the
New Varsity Theatre in Palo Alto.
Recently featured in the soundtrack of "Repo Man". Suicidal
Tendencies want to get out of the
punk subcluture and make some
money. Tickets are $7.00 and are
available at all BASS outlets.
U2
Irish rockers U2 will
play tonight and Fri., March 7 & 8,
at the Cow Palace. Tickets are
$13.50 advance. Show starts at 8
p.m. SOLD OUT.
Triumph Heavy metal kings
Triumph will perform with Angel
City Sat., March 9 at the Cow palace. Show starts at 8 p.m. Tickets:
$13.50 advance.
Former
General Public
English Beat members Ranking
Roger and Dave Wokeling in Gen-

Clubs

Spartan Pub Tonight (8:30midnight The Hydromatics.
Keystone Palo Alto
Tonight: Thunder & Lightning with
John
Cipollina
and
Nick
Gravenites plus Touch and Chris
Cain Band. Tickets: $5-6.00. Fri:
George Strait and the California
Cowboys with the Miller Brothers.
Tickets: 812.50-13.50. Sat.: Spectre
Solar Wind, the Children, and
Nasty Lixx. Tickets: $4.50-530. 260
California Ave., Palo Alto.
The Stone Tonight: Black
Athletes with Fishbone. Tickets:
$S-6.00. Fri.: Kingfish with Matthew Kelly and David Cohen. Tickets: $6.50-7.50. Sat.: Red Rockers
with True West. Tickets: $6.507.50. 412 Broadway, San Francisco.
Rooster T. Feathers
Tonight through Saturday. March 9:
Doug Ferrari. Murphy/St. Paul,
and Jan Barrett. Cover Charge is

5%Travel

Discounts

for all travel

(corner of 10,5 Si ond Son Carlos/

Grand Opening
Come to the HONG KONG Restaurant for the Best
Chinese & Vietnamese food at the lowest prices!

All you can eat $269
$460
Any 3 items
Any 4 items $197

r
D

OPEN 7 DAYS 11AM TO eiPm

(408)296-4749

VoiceNe[,

DO

NEVER HOME?
DON’T HAVE YOUR
OWN TELEPHONE LINE?
ANSWER YOUR CALLS!!

No equipment to buy - you don’t need a clumsy, expensive
answering machine or worry about repairs or servicing.
F

PALM AND CARD
READINGS
Advice on Love, Marriage
and Business
Tells Past, Present, Future
Answers All Questions

RESTAURANT

457 E. Son Carlos, Son Jose

The Down Under Soimm
Fri.: Silicon Gulch Jazz Band
Sat.: Sidesaddle. No cover or mini
mum. The Down Under? Saloon is
located in Club Almaden in San
Jose.

LET VOICENET

HOLIDAY TRAVEL

L840 E. Campbell Ave.
Campbell, CA 95008
559-8977

$4.00 during the week and $6.00 on
Fri. and Sat. 157 W. El Camino
Sunnyvale.
Fargos Fri. and Sat.: Rival
Sun.: Professor Plum’s Dixieland
Band 15-8:00 p.m.) Cover charge is
$5.00 on weekends, free on weekdays. Fargos is in the Old Mill Center. 2540 California Street, Moun
lain View.
The Catalyst Tonight: The
Hepsters with High Standards
Tickets: $2.00 at the door. Fri
The Call with Strayheart. Tickets
$4.00 advance, $5.50 at the door
Sat. Cool Jerks with the Hepsters
Tickets: $2.00 advance, $3.50 at the
door. 1011 Pacific Ave . Sant:,
Cruz.
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For less than the cost of a phone line, VoiceNet will provide you with
your own private number. Now you can receive your personal calls
24 hours a day. Ideal for busy student schedules, your VoiceNet
service will answer your calls when you’re in class, away for the
weekend, even during school breaks!
COMPARE AGAINST A TOP-OF -THE -LINE ANSWERING MACHINE:
Calls to your number are instantly answered with your greeting in
your own voice callers don’t wait for 3-4 rings.
12 We even eliminate busy signals! If four people call you at the same
time, we will take all four messages simultaneously.

One Free
Question
by Phone
5602 Meridian Ave
San Jose, CA
Corner of Blossom Hill Fi,i

978-3322

12 You can retrieve your messages from any telephone in the world.
You may discard a message or keep it as long as you wish. Our
system even provides you skip forward and skip back.

CALL

977-4200 TODAY

Clouds hung over the Centi
rest of the campus yestet
Mount Ilamilton. According

Officials
By J. G. Griswold
Daily staff writer
Getting Spartan Stadium expam
seats by Sept. 1 is a difficult deadline
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said it
"If we do not have it completed
tember, we can probably forget about
ball at Division IA level,- she said. "
vision IA standings, we would rapidl:
off such games as Stanford, Cal ( Berl
the other PAC 10 games that we play.’
Construction must begin in Apri
meet the September deadline becausi
are needed to complete the expansii
said.
"I wouldn’t be surprised if he
Claude Gilbert) resigned if we lost I
Associate Athletic Director Vern Wa
think he would be sought after by othe
schools should San Jose State lose Di.
tus."
When asked if he would consider
if it lost Division IA status, Gilbert sa
tremely interested in coaching a Divi:
I don’t know how I would react, but I
not react favorably if we lost Division
About 8,500 new seats will have I
Spartan Stadium when construction

A.S. quest
By Mariann Hansen
Daily staff writer
The Associated Students Board
of Directors expressed its concerns
about where SJSU’s commencement
ceremonies will be held this May because they will not be in Spartan Stadium.
Spartan Stadium is being expanded to 30,000 seats and will be
under reconstruction during May,
said Dan Buerger, executive assistant to the president. Buerger anquestionE
board’s
the
swered
Wednesday about an alternative te
Snartan Stadium.

